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Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a technique with well-established principles that often demands repeated applications for sequential elimination of tumor cells. An important question concerns the way surviving cells from a treatment behave in the subsequent one. Threshold dose is a core concept in PDT dosimetry, as the minimum amount of energy to be delivered for cell destruction via PDT. Concepts of threshold distribution have shown to be an important tool for PDT results analysis in vitro. In this study, we used some of these concepts for demonstrating subsequent treatments with partial elimination of cells modify the distribution, which represents an increased resistance of the cells to the photodynamic action. HepG2 and HepaRG were used as models of tumor and normal liver cells and a protocol to induce resistance, consisted of repeated PDT sessions using Photogem® as a photosensitizer, was applied to the tumor ones. The response of these cells to PDT was assessed using a standard viability assay and the dose response curves were used for deriving the threshold distributions. The changes in the distribution revealed that the resistance protocol effectively eliminated the most sensitive cells. Nevertheless, HepaRG cell line was the most resistant one among the cells analyzed, which indicates a specificity in clinical applications that enables the use of high doses and drug concentrations with minimal damage to the surrounding normal tissue.